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ABSTRACT 
In this paper ,  we apply the model selection approach based on 
Likelihood Ratio ( LR )  tests developed in Vuong ( 1 9 8 5 ) to the problem 
of choosing between two normal linear regression models which are not 
nested in each other . First we compare our model selection procedure 
to other model selection criteria .  Then we explicitly derive the 
procedure when the competing linear models are non-nested and neither 
one is correctly specified .  Some simplifications are seen to arise 
when both models are contained in a larger correctly specified linear 
regression model , or when at least one compe ting l inear model is 
correctly specified . A comparison of our model selection tests and 
pre vious non-nested hypothesis tests concludes the paper . 
SELECTING THE BEST LINEAR REGRESSION HODEL: 
1 .  INTRODUCTION 
A CLASSICAL APPROACH 
Donald Lien and Quang H. Vuong 
Cali fornia Institute of Technology 
In this paper , we apply the model selection approach developed 
in Vuong ( 1 985 ) to the classical problem o f choosing between two 
linear regression models .  That this problem is important t o  applied 
econometricians results from the fact that one does not in general 
have a unique econometric model either because one wants to compare 
many theories or because a theory does not pro vide a unique functional 
form. 
The problem o f selecting the "best" subse t of variables in a 
linear regression context has long been o f  special interest to 
theoretical and applied statisticians . The numerous papers that were 
generated by this classical problem have recently been surveyed by 
Gaver and Geisel ( 1 9 7 4 ) , Hoc king ( 1 976) , and Lindley ( 1 96 8 )  among 
others . Various solutions dealing with di fferent aspects of this 
problem were proposed .  
A first general approach i s  t o  se t the problem i n  a decision 
framewor k .  The natural solution is then the Bayesian solution which 
relies on Jeffrey ' s posterior probabil ity criterion ( see in particular 
Zellner ( 1 971) ) .  This solution will not be discussed in this paper. 
Other solutions in a decision theoretic framewor k but which are not 
always justified in a Bayesian setting are based on the construction 
o f model selection criteria. Host of these widely used criteria will
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be discussed and compared to our solution later in this paper. 
A second general approach is to adopt the classical hypothesis 
testing framewor k .  I n  this context. two solutions are i n  general 
accepted . The first solution derives from the wor k of Cox ( 1 96 0 ,  196 1 )
on testing non-nested hypotheses . Starting with Pesaran ( 1 9 7 4 ) , this 
solution has recently attracted a lot of attention from theoretical 
econometricians . The second solution consists in nesting the compe ting 
models in a larger model and to test that the additional parameters 
are equal to some particular values (Atkinson ( 1 97 0 ) ) .
Within the classical hypothesis framework ,  there is however a 
third solution which has not been widely recognized and which dates 
bac k to Hotelling ( 1 940 ) . It consists in discriminating between the 
competing models by testing the hypothesis that the models are 
"equivalent" under some appropriate definition. Recent wor ks along 
this line are White and Olson ( 1 97 9 )  where the mean squared error of 
prediction is use d ,  and Vuong ( 1 9 85 ) where the Kullback-Leibler ( 1 951 ) 
criterion is used . The ad vantage of this discriminating approach is 
that , unlike other classical solutions , the compe ting models are 
treated symmetrically . 
The purpose of this paper is to de velop this discriminating 
solution for the case where the competing models are normal linear 
regressions . Since neither model may be correctly specified , by 
necessity , this paper is mainly concerned with asymptotic results . 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 ,  we di scuss two 
theoretical model selection criteria ,  i . e . , mean squared error (HSE) 
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of predi ction and Kullback-Lei bl er information criterion ( KLIC ) . They 
represent two different distance measur es between two probability 
distributions . Upon applying the two criteria to normal l inear 
regression model s ,  we show that they l ead to the same comparison. In 
Section 3 ,  we show that most of the model sel ection criteria in the 
literature are either consist ent estimates of MSE or consist ent 
estimates of KLIC . Based on this r emark, a short survey is provided. 
We then turn to the model sel ection approach based on 
Likelihood Ratio ( LR )  t ests that is developed in Vuong ( 1 9 85 ) . 
Specifically , we charact eriz e  this procedure when the competing l inear 
regression models are non-nested and neither one is correctly 
specified .  The compli cated results are presented i n  Section 4 .  Some 
simplifications are seen to arise when both models are contained in a 
larger linear regr ession model which is correctly specified or when at 
l east one model is correctly specified. These  resul ts are discussed 
in Section 5 and Section 6 ,  respectively. A comparison of our model 
sel ection tests and previous non-nested hypothesis t ests concludes the 
paper. All the proofs are coll ected in the Appendix . 
2 .  TWO THEORETICAL MODEL SELECTION CRITERIA 
In this section we consider two important theoretical model 
sel ection criteria and we apply them to the normal l inear regression 
model .  W e  shall argue i n  the next section that most o f  the current 
model sel ection criteria can be thought of as estimates of either one 
of these two theoreti cal criteria. Unlike previous studies on model 
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sel ection that assume fixed explanatory variabl es or fixed in repeated 
sampl e, we shall assume that our explanatory variabl es are random , an 
assumption that is justified with economic data . Let ( yt ,x� >
' be the
t-th observation on the ( 1  + l l-dimensional random vector ( y ,x ' > ' 
defined on an Euclidean measurabl e space. For simpl icity , we adopt 
Vuong ( 1 983 ) framework and assume: 
Assumption Al : The random vectors ( yt ·X� ) 
' , t = 1,2 ,  • • • are
independent and identi cally distributed with common true cumulative 
distribution function H0 • 1 
In econometric  modelling ,  we are inter ested in the true 
conditional distribution of y giv en X· Let H0 < · I • ) denote such a
YIK 
distribution. To estimate H0 < · l · l. we specify parametric 
y lx  
conditional models for y given x , i .e. , parametric families of 
conditional distributions for y given A• F0 • {F <·I • ;9 ) ,  9 e &). 
y lx  
In this paper , we shall consider linear r egr ession models with normal 
errors .  Each linear regression model will b e  associated with a subset 
of the "exogenous" variabl es A• Specifically , l et As be a {3-subset
of A• Then ,  th e normal linear r egression model for y given A wi th 
explanatory variabl es As is formally defined as:
I 2 I 2 I Ms § {N( Ac + X313, as ) ; 9s a ( Ac , 1s ' as ) 
l s +1 
e lR X lR +l ( 2 . 1 )  
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where N( µ,a2) d enotes the univariate normal dist ribution with mean µ 
and variance a2 • Thus the 9-conditional dist ribution for y given x in 
I 2 Ms specifies that E9 C y l z > = Ac + xs!s and Var9 C y l z> = as.
To evaluate the adequacy of a specified conditional model for 
y given z , it is fi rst necessa ry to define a measu re of distance 
between the true conditional dist ribution H0 and a gi ven conditional 
y l x 
dist ribution F ( 9) .  Two measures of di stance a re generally
y l x  
accepted .  
The first measu re i s  based o n  the mean squa r ed er ror (MSE ) of 
predi ction . Let E9 C y l x> be the conditional expectation of y given x
for the conditional di st ribution F ( 9) , i . e. ,
y l x  
Es< Y l x> � fy dF ( 9) , ( 2 . 2) 
Y b: 
which i s  assumed to exi st . Then the distance measure based on the 
mean squar ed er ro r of prediction is defined as : 
MSE ( H0 ,F ( e ) ) • E0 [y - Es< Y l x> J
2
y l x y(x 
E0 {E0 [y - E9 C y lx> l l
2
x y l x 
( 2 . 3) 
where E0 ( · ) indicates that the expectation is  evaluated with r espect 
to the true dist ribution H0 of ( y , z) . It can easily be shown that an 
equival ent fo 1•m for (2.3) is: 
MSE (H0 ,F ( e ) ) 
y lx  y l x 
0 0 I 0 0 ( I I 2E [var ( y  11;) ] + E [E Y x> - E9 ( y 1z) ] 
x x 
( 2 .4 )  
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where the fi rst t erm is independent of 9, and E°C y l x> and var°C y l x> 
d enote the true conditional expectation and va riance of y given X· 
Then the distance between the true conditional di st ribution 
H0 and a specified conditional model F9 • {F ( 9 ) ;9 s eJ is definedy l x Y l x 
by : 
0 MSE ( H , F9)y l x 
• inf MSE ( Ho , F  ( 9) )
see y l x y l x 
= inf E0 [y - Es< Y l x> J
2 .
9ee 
( 2. 5 )
Giv en appropriate r egulari ty conditions ( see, e. g . , White ( 1 9 81 ) ) ,
ther e will exist s  a 9+ in e that minimiz es MSE ( H0 , F  ( e ) ) . 2 In 
y l x  y l x 
such a case, the adequacy of the model Fe is evaluated by : 
wher e 
MSE ( H0 , Fe > = E
0 [y - E + < Y l x> J
2
•
y(x 9 
+ o I 2 9 = argmin E [y - E9 ( y  x> J .eee 
( 2 . 6 )  
( 2 .  7 )
The second measure o f  adequacy o f  a condi tional model i s  based 
on the Kullback-Lei bl er ( 1 9 5 1 ) Information Cri terion ( KLIC ) . 
Specifically , the distance between the true conditional distribution 
H0 and a given conditional di st ribution F ( e )  is defined as : 
y l x  y l x 
o o [ ho < Y l x> JKLIC ( H  , F  (9)) ,. E log · y l x  y l x f C y l x ; s) ( 2 . 8 )  
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where h0 < · 1 •) and f ( •l· ;e) denote the conditional densiti es of H0 
y(x
and F (e) with r espect to a common measur e �y· In our case, �y will ylx 
be th e Lebesgue  measure since y takes its value in lR • The 
conditional density f ( · l· ;a ) cl early exists since we a re  considering 
normal linear r eg ression model s .  On the other hand , to ensu r e  the 
exist ence of the true density h0 ( ·1· > we make the following 
assumption, which will be useful later on. Let H0 be the true 
X 
ma rginal dist ribution of K· 
Assumption A2 : For H0-almost all x. H0 < · I x> admits a st rictlyX y l x  
positive density h°C · I K> with r espect to the Lebesgue measur e �y · 
As for the pr evious distance measu re, the distance between the 
true conditional dist ribution H0 and a specified conditional model 
ylx 
Fe is defined by:
KLIC ( H0 , Fe ) = inf KLIC ( H
0 , F  ( e))
ylx e e9 ylx ylx 
E°Clog h°C ylx> J  - inf E0 [log f ( yix:all .
3
ee9 
( 2 . 9) 
Given appropriate regularity conditions ( see, e. g . , Whit e  ( 1 982a ) ), 
there exists a unique e* in 9, call ed the pseudo-t rue pa rameters ( see,
e. g . , Sawa ( 1 97 8)), that minimiz es KLIC ( H0 , F  (0)). In this case ,
y l x  ylx 
the adequacy of a model Fe is evaluated by: 
KLIC ( H0 , Fe> ; E
0 [log h0 < ylx> l  - E0 [log f C y l x:a
* > J .
y l x 
( 2 .1 0) 
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where 
e* ; argmax E0 [log f ( y(x;a ) J .
ee9 
( 2 .1 1 )  
Each o f  the above two measures o f  distance can naturally be 
used to const ruct a theor eti cal model sel ection criterion . Let Fa and 
G • {G ( y);y s I'J be two competing conditional models for y gi venY ylx
X· Then ,  using the mean squa red er ro r distance ( 2 . 6 ) , we say that: 
Fa is MSE-better than G y iff AMSE (Fe,Gy ) > O, 
Fa is MSE- equival ent to G Y iff AMSE (Fe , G y ) ; 0,
Fa is MSE-worse than G y iff AMSE ( Fa , G y) < 0,
where 
AMSE (Fe , G y) = E
0 [y - E ( y(xll 2 - E0 [y - E ( y l x > J
2
+ - + -y e 
( 2 . 1 2 )  
where e+ i s  defined by ( 2.7 )  and y+ by a simila r  equation for the 
model G
Y
. Using ( 2 . 4 ) , an equi val ent exp r ession is :
AMSE ( Fe , G ) ; E°CE°C y l x> - E +< Y l x> J
2 - E°CE°C y l x>y X Y X 
2 - E 
+ 
( y(:1£) ] • 
e 
Equation ( 2 .1 3 )  shows that the defini tions of MSE-better, MSE-
( 2 .1 3 )  
equival ent , and MSE-worse are i n  fact identi cal t o  those proposed by 
Whi te and Olson ( 197 9) . 
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Alternatively ,  using the KLIC distance ( 2.10 ) , we say that 
Fa is KLIC-better than Gr 
iff AKLIC ( Fa , Gr
) > 0 ,
Fa i s  KLIC-equivalent t o  Gr 
i ff AKLIC ( Fa , Gr
) 0 ,
Fe i s  KLIC-worse than Gr 
i ff AKLIC ( Fa , Gr
) < 0, 
whe re 
• 0 • AKLIC ( Fe , Gr
) • E0 [log f( y l .x;a ) ] - E [log g C y lx.r ) ] ( 2 . 1 4 )  
• • and e and r a re the pseudo-t rue pa ramete rs for the conditional
models Fe and G r
. The latte r defi nitio ns we re those adopted i n  Vuo ng
( 1 985 ) . 
The essential diffe rence between the above two se ts of 
definitions follows from the fact that the model se lection c rite rion 
based on the MSE prediction takes only into account the disc repancy 
between the true conditional  e xpectation E° C y l ;ii;> and the "best" 
conditional  mean E ( y l _x> , while the model se lection c riterion based 
a+ 
on the KLIC takes into account the disc repancy between the whole true 
conditional density h0 ( · I · )  and the "best" conditional  density 
f C · l · ;a* > . 4 Thus a model which is bette r acco rding to the MSE
criterion is not necessa rily bette r acco rding to the KLIC . An 
important e xception, howeve r ,  is when o ne co nditional model is 
co r rect ly specified ,  i .e., when one conditio nal  mode l contai ns the 
true conditiona l  dist ributio n H0 • Indeed from ( 2 . 1 3 ) , ( 2 . 1 4 ) , and 
y l x 
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Jensen ' s i nequality , it fo llows that a co r rect ly specified model is 
always at least as good as any other models acco rding to either mode l 
se lection c riterion. This latte r prope rty is highly desi rable and 
justifies the use of the above mode l se lectio n  c rite ria in the search 
of a cor rectly specified mode l. 
When the compe ti ng mode ls a re linea r  reg ressio n mode ls with 
normal e r rors , the defi nitions based on the MSE of predictio n and o n  
the KLIC a re ,  howeve r ,  ide ntical as we shall see be low . Let Var° C y.x> 
denote the true cova riance matrix of y and x. which we pa rtitio n as 
follows : 
Var0 ( y , _x) 
[ 0 [o I �: [� XY ll (2 . 1 5 )  
The ne xt assumption rules out pe rfect multico lli nearity among all the 
e xogenous variables _x. 
Assumptio n A3 : Var0 ( y , _x) is finite , and [
0 is non-singula r .
ll 
Assumption A3 implies that the true means µ� and µ
0 of y and ;ii; 
x 
e xist . The ne xt lemma relates the values of a+ defined in (2.7 ) to 
the pseudo-true values a
• defined in ( 2 . 1 1 )  when the mode l is a normal
linear regression mode l with e xp lanatory va riables xs c ;ii;. This
follows by noticing that for such a model we have: 
E0 [log oC y l _xs ; as > J
-1 0 , 2 � E [y - �c - Xs!s1 2as 
1 2 1 
21og as - 2log2n . (2 . 1 6)
Lemma 2 . 1 :  Let Ms be a normal l inear regression model for y give x 
with explanatory variables Xs · Then, given A2 - A3 , 
11 
:I.• = :I.+ = µo - L
o ( Loc c y )
-lµo ( 2 . 1 7 )  
YXs XsXs Xs 
:1.
* = 1
+ = ( L
o 
-s s )
-1Lo
•2 as a� 
0 \0 where µ , L 
Xs XsY 
XsXs XsY 
L o < [o ) -l[o
YXs XsXs XsY 
and L
o are the true means and covariances
XgXs 
corresponding to the explanatory variables x . 5s 
( 2 .1 8 )  
( 2 . 1 9) 
The next corollary gives a s imple interpretation of the 
pseudo-true values a* under additional assumptions on H0 • It is 
y l z 
known and stated here for further reference . 
Corollary 2 . 2 :  In addition to the assumptions of Lemma 2 .1, suppose 
that the true conditional mean E°C y l x> is l inear in x and the true 
conditional variance var0 ( y l x> is independent of x. then 
E°C y l x> 
Var °C y l x> 
• • • 
:l.c + Xs1s · 
*2as 
( 2 . 20 ) 
( 2 . 21 )  
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We are now in a position to establ ish the equivalence be tween 
the MSE criter ion and the KLIC for l inear regression models .  Let Xf
We considerand Xg be two subsets ( not necessarily disjoints ) of X· 
discriminating between two normal l inear regression models: 
f , 2 Mr �{N ( :l.c + xf1f . af) ;9f 
f , 2 • t f+l '"( :l.c ,l,f,af) e :rn X :rn+l' 
Mg
• {N ( :I.� + X�g·a�) ;9g 
• ( :1. 
g ,'
' 2 ) 
• l +1 
c "g' ag e :rn 
g 
From Lemma 2 . 1 ,  we have : 
•2 af 
0 _ \0 ( \0 ) -1\ 0 ayy L L L ' 
•2 0 ag = ayy 
Proposition 2 . 3 :  
YXf XfXf XfY 
Lo <[
o ) -l[
o
YXg XgXg XgY 
G iven A2 - A3 , 
( i) AMSE (Mf,Mg) 
*2 *2 ag - af ,
1 *2 •2 ( ii) AKLIC (Mf,Mg) = 2lo g( ag /af ) .
x :rn +l • 
Propos ition 2 . 3  shows that, when comparing normal l inear 
( 2 . 2 2 )  
( 2 . 23 )  
( 2.24 )  
( 2 . 2 5 )  
( 2 . 26 )  
( 2 . 2 7 )  
regression models, the definitions of better than, equivalent t o, and 
worse than are identical for the MSE criterion and the KLIC . 
3 .  A SURVEY OF SOME MODEL SELECTION PROCEDURES 
The quantities MSE (H0 ( y (x) ,F ( 9+) )  and E0 [log f ( y lx;9
* ) J ,
y l x  
which define the previous two theoretical model select ion criteria, 
are unfortunately unknown. These quantities, which can be viewed as 
theoreti cal losse s, can none theless be consi stently estimated. In 
th is section, we shall show that mo st of the current model sele ction 
criteria can be thought of as estimates of either theoretical loss. 
Our treatment differs from the usual one given in standard textbooks 
( see, e . g. ,  Chow ( 1983 ) , Judge et al . ( 1 985 ) )  which introduce these 
model selection criteria as estimates  of the risk 
A 0 A E� [MSE ( H°Cy l xl. F  ( 9) ) ]  or EA E0[log f ( y lx;9) ]  associate d with an
9 y lx  9 
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A + * est imator 9 of 9 or 9 • Thus our rather classical treatment of model 
selection will not allow us to discuss the alternative Bayesian 
solution base d on Jeffrey ' s po sterior probabil ity cr iterion which has 
been especially studied by Zellner ( 197 1 )  and Leamer ( 1 97 9 )  in the 
l inear regression context. 
To simplify the notation and the following al gebra, we assume 
from now on that : 
Assumpt ion A� :  0 µy 
0 0, µ 
X 
o. 
Then, the compe ting normal linear regression models for y given x that 
we consider are of the form: 
M s 
' 2 • 2 ' ls {N (xsb.s.as ) ;9s ,. ( b_s,as) e lR X lR +}, ( 3 . 1 ) 
where Xs is a subset of x. and s f,g. That is, we exclude the
constant term . 
Given a random sample of size n ( Assumption Al ) ,  the log -
likelihood function for the model M iss 
L� {es ) - Il1o g 2n - Il1og a
2 - �1�( y - X A )  ' c y - X A )2 2 s 2 2 s-s s-s as 
14 
( 3 . 2 )  
where we use the convention that a capital letter denotes a matrix of 
the n observations on the corresponding random variables. It is 
well -known that the maximum-likelihood (ML) estimator of 9s is given 
by : 
where 
t -s
� s
c x ' x > -1 x ' ys s s 
n 
( 1/n > [:2 
t:=l 
st
A • A  
est = Yt - xst1s·
Hence ,  for s f,g, 
Ls (� ) = -( n/2 ) log � - C n/2 ) log 2n - n/2 .n s s 
( 3 .3 ) 
( 3 . 4 )  
( 3 . 5 ) 
( 3 . 6 )  
In addition, from the theory o f  quasi-ML estimation ( se e, e . g . , White 
( 1 982a ) ) , it is known that under Al 
A 
1s 
a . s .
� 1:. � 
a�s •2as 
• 
s = f,g, ( 3 . 7 )  
whether  or not the model Ms is  correct ly specified ,  i . e . , whethe r or
not H0 s M , s = f , g . 
y lx 
s 
We now begin with model se lection criteria based on the MSE. 
From ( 2 . 26 )  and ( 3 . 7 ) , it follows that the stati stic 
1 5 
2 ""2 ""2 Aa = ag - af ( 3 . 8) 
is a consi stent e stimator of the MSE criterion AMSE(Mf , Mg ) whether or 
not the compe ting mode ls Mr and Mg are correct ly specified . Such a 
statistic was proposed by White and Olson ( 197 9 ) to discriminate 
between Mf and Mg by testing the null hypothesi s  that the mode ls are
(MSE ) equivalent.6 •7 
The re e xi st ,  however, many other consi stent estimators of 
AMSE (Mf , Mg ) ,  of which some may have bette r  small sample prope rties 
than the natural stati stic Aa2 . For instance conside r the stati stics 
AC p 
""2 2 { ""2 ""2 2 l f ""2 
[ ag + �a ] - [af + n _ 1a 1 
APC = �""2 n + l f""2n - l ag - �afg f 
( 3 . 9 ) 
( 3 . 10 )  
A 2 where a is the ML estimator of a in the comprehensive normal linear 
regression model for y given x:
, 2 , 2 , l Mrv g • lN Cx &,a > ,9 = CA. ,a l e lR x lR +l. ( 3 . 1 1 )  
It can easily be shown that AC P and APC correspond t o  Mallows ( 197 3 )
C
P criterion and t o  Amemiya ( 1 9 80 )  P C  criterion respectively .  
For
1 6  
fixed explanatory variables, both AC
P 
and APC are known t o  be unbiased
0 0 , 2 e stimators of the difference in MSE risk E [E ( y  - Xg!g > ] 
!g 
0 0 ,,.. 2 E [E ( y  - XrAr
> ], the former under the assumption that the
A 
1r
comprehensive model MfV g is  correct ly specified, and the latter unde r 
the assumption that Mf and Mg are both correctly specified ( se e ,  e . g ., 
Judge et al. ( 1 9 85 , Chapter 21 ) ) . In any case ,  it follows from ( 3 . 7 ) , 
( 3 . 9 ) , ( 3 . 1 0 )  and the almost sure convergence of� to a* 2  = 
a0 - [ 0 c[ 0 ) -1[ 0 , that AC and APC are consistent estimators ofyy � Jg  �y 
p 
*2 *2 AMSE(Mf , Mg ) = ag - af whether  or not Mf' Mg • and MfV g are correct ly
specified .  Indeed , from ( 3 . 8) - ( 3 . 1 0 )  we have : 
AC = Aa2 + 0 ( n-1 > .p p 
2 -1 APC = Aa + Op ( n  ) .
( 3 . 1 2 )  
( 3 .13 ) 
Hence n1 /2AC P and n
1 /2APC will have the same asymptotic di st ri bution
as n1 /2Aa2 whenever n1 12Aa2 converges in di st ribution to a limit .
Such an approximation is useful since the exact finite sample 
dist ri butions of Aa2 , AC P , and APC are difficult to obtain especially
when MfV g is misspecified .
8
Next , we turn to model se lection criteria based on the KLI C. 
From (2.27) and (3.7), a natural consistent estimator o f  AKLIC(Mf,Mg )
is : 
17 
1 ,. ,. 1 "'2 ,All 
nLRn (9f,9g ) e ilog ( agf ar) 
= ;cL�<;r> - L!<;g>1. ( 3 . 1 4 )  
where the second equation follows from ( 3 . 6 ) . I n  Vuong ( 1 9 85 ) , we 
derived the asymptotic distribution of the like lihood-ratio ( LR )  
statistic under general conditions . This approximation was then used 
to construct some LR-based tests of the null hypothesis that the 
models Mr and Mg are KLIC-equivalent . It will be used in the next
sections when the competing models are linear regression models .  
As for the theoretical criterion based on the MSE, there exist 
other consistent estimators of A KLIC (Mf , Mg>· In particular , we have : 
;AAIC = ;cL� (;r> - l r1 - ;cL!<;g > - l g ] ( 3 .1 5 )  
1 1 f A 
"'2 "'2 A "'2 "'2 -ABIC e -[ L ( 9  ) - a_({ + 1 - a_) ] -![ Lg (9 ) - a_({ + 1 - a_) ]n n n f  "'2 f "'2 n n g  "l g "'2 at at ag ag 
( 3 . 1 6 ) 
1 1 f A 1 1 g A 1 
nASIC e n[ Ln ( 9f) - il r1og n] - n[ Ln (9g ) - llg log n] . ( 3 . 1 7 )  
Criterion ( 3 . 1 5 )  corresponds t o  Akaike ( 1 97 3 )  information criterion. 
Criterion ( 3 . 1 6 )  corresponds to Sawa ( 1 97 8) information criterion for 
normal linear regression mode ls . 9 Criterion ( 3 . 1 7 )  cor responds to 
Schwarz ( 1 97 8) formula for discriminating between mode ls .  These 
criter ia were der ived under d iffe rent assumptions.  For instance , AAIC 
was derived under the assumption that both models Hf and Mg are 
1 8  
correctly specified ,  while ABIC was derived unde r the assumption tha t 
the comprehensive model MfV g is cor rect ly specified . From ( 2 . 27 ) ,
( 3 . 6 ) , ( 3 . 7 )  and ( 3 .1 5 )  - ( 3 . 1 7 ) , it is clear , however , that n-1AAIC ,  
n-1ABIC , and n-1ASIC a re all strongly consistent estimators of 
1 •2 •2 AKLIC (Mf,Mg ) = 21og ( ag /at) .  In addition, we have under general
conditions :  
!AAIC =!LR <;r ,; ) + 0 ( n
-1 ) ,n n n g p 
( 3  . 1 8 ) 
�ABIC = �LRn<;r ,;g > + Op ( n
-1 > . ( 3 . 1 9 )  
�ASIC = �LRn<;r ,;g > + Op ( n°
-1> ( 3  . 20 ) 
for any a > O .  Hence n-1 /2AAIC , n-1/2ABIC ,  n-l/2ASIC will have the 
-1/2 ,. ,. same asymptotic distribution as n LRn (9f , 9g ) wheneve r
-1/2 A A n LRn (9f , 9g ) converges in distribution to a limit,  as it will be
the case in the next sections . 
The previous discussion suggests that a c lassical approach for 
choosing between two compe ting models Hf and Mg is to test the null 
hypothesis 
H . o ·  Hr i s  equivalent t o  Mg ( 3 . 2 1 )  
against either one o f  the alternatives 
Hf: Mf is better than Mg ' (3.22) 
Hg : Mg is better than Mr· ( 3 . 23 )  
As shown in Section 2 ,  the MSE cri terion and the KLIC are equivalent 
when comparing normal linear regression models. Thus one can 
equivalently test H
0
: AMSE (Mf , Mg ) = O against Hr : AMSE (Mf , Mg ) > O 
[ or Hg : AMSE (Mf , Mg ) < O], or H0 : AKLIC (Mf,Mg )
= 0 against 
Hf : AKLIC (Mf , Mg ) > 0 [ or Hg : AKLIC (Mf , Mg ) < O]. Following Vuong
A A 
1 9  
( 1 9 8S ) , we shall use the natural LR stati stic LRn< ef,eg>• but clearly
any one of the previous stati stics Aa2, ACP, APC, AAIC , ABIC , and ASIC 
can be used instead because of their small sample properties. 
We shall mainly study the case where the linear regression 
models Mf and Mg are non-nested , and we shall propo se some model 
se lection test s  under different information structures. Namely ,  we 
shall succe ssively treat ( i )  the general case where none of the 
compe ting mode ls is correctly speci fied , ( i i) the case where the 
comprehensive model MfVg is  correct ly specified , and ( iii) the case 
where at least one mode l is  correctly specified. The classical case 
where the linear regression models are ne sted will be di scussed only 
briefly in the conclusion. 
4 .  THE GENERAL CASE 
Let Mf and Mg be two normal linear regression models of y
given X• i . e., models of the form ( 3 . 1 ) . Let Xs be the vector of 
included exp lanatory variables  in the model Ms, s = f , g. The models 
Mf and Mg are assumed to be non-nested. Thus, we assume :
Assumption AS : Xr ¢ Xg and Xg ¢ Xr· 
It is  convenient to partition Xr and Xg into some common explanatory
variables and some variables specific to Mf and Mg : 
, 
20 
.l!:.r ex
' , z ' >. 
.l!:.g 
ex ' , w ' > ( 4 . 1 )  
where x, z ,  and w are respectively k ,  p ,  and q dimensional vector s. 
Thus lf = k + p and lg = k + q. The coefficient vector s !r and Ag are 
parti tioned accordingly into: 
, 
Ar (a
, 
,p
,
), 
, 
!g c·r' ,i; ' > ( 4 . 2 ) 
Then AS is equivalent to the assumption that p f 0 and q f O. Without 
loss of generality , we shall assume throughout that p l q and that the 
union of Xf and .l!:.g is equal to x so that k + p + q = t . 
Strict ly speaking , linear regression mode ls can never be 
strict ly no n-nested since they must have some common conditional 
di stributions for y give x ( see Vuong ( 1 9 85 , Definition S . 1 ) ) .  
Indeed , it i s  easy to see from ( 3 .1 ) that Mf and Mg must both contain 
the non-empty class of conditional di stributions for y give x: 
Mo 
, 2 2 {N (x 1;a ) ;! = 0,a e lR +l ( 4 . 3 )  
Hence , linear regression models can only be either overlapping ( Vuong 
( 1 9 8S ,  Definition 6.1 ) ) or ne sted ( Vuong ( 1 9 8S ,  Definition 7 . 1 ) ) .
The fact that Mf n Mg f d even in the non-ne sted case has not 
often been recognized in the literature ,  and in fact much complicates 
the derivation of some classical test s  of the null hypothesi s  that the 
mode ls Mf and Mg are MSE or KLIC equivalent. Indeed , as sho wn in
Vuong ( 1 9 8S ,  Theorem 3 . S ) , the asymptotic di stribution of the LR 
stati stic as well as the speed at which it converges to that 
distribution crucially depends on whether or not the close st 
distribution in Mf to t he true di stribution H
0 is  H0-almost surely 
y l x 
2 1  
identical to t he clo se st di stribution in M to H0 , i.e . ,  o n  whetherg y lx 
or not 
"' • • 0 H
0
: dr<·I •;er> = dg<·l·;eg> H -almost surely,
holds, where ds<·l·;es> denotes the univariate conditional normal 
density of y given Xs with parameter es. For s = f ,g, let
( 4 . 4 )  
• • 0 *2 e s = y - XsAs· Since var ( e s) = as , then it can readily be shown 
t hat the null hypothesi s  H� can be equivalently rewritten as :
H"'· o · 
2 ef 
2 eg H
0-almost sur ely . ( 4 . S )  
Then, applying Vuong ( 19 8S )  T heorem S . 2 t o  t he normal linear 
regression models we obtain : 
Proposition 4 .1 :  Given Al - AS , 
D 
( i )  under H - !!"'. Tr � N ( 0,1 ) ,
0 0 g 
a . s. 
( ii ) under Hr, Tfg � +m, 
a . s. 
( iii) under Hg ' Tfg � 
-m, 
where 
where 
Tfg
n "'2 n "'2 
log ( [ egt/ [ eft )1:=1 1:=1 [ "2 "2 l n � eft t�l n ""2 - � 
b1
egt bieft 
2 1 /2
-1 /2 " " ,A The stati stic Tfg i s  nothing else than n LRn ( ef,eg ) /"'n 
2 
� = � f [�- �t l
t=1 n "2 n "2 
t�l egt bi eft 
It is important to note that we nece ssarily have H� c: H
0
• Thus 
assuming that H� does not hold, Propo sition 4 . 1 - ( i ) gives us a
simple asymptotically normal test of the null hypothesi s that the 
2 2 
( 4 . 6 )  
( 4 . 7 )  
normal linear regression mode ls Mf and Mg are equivalent . The test is
directional, and Parts ( ii ) and ( i ii )  ensure that the test is 
consistent against the alternatives Hf and Hg .
As mentioned in Vuong ( 1 9 8S ,  Section 5 ) , the stati stic Tfg can 
in general be obtained from an additional linear regression. Let 
� "'2 
mt =
___&_ - _:.u._ n "'2 n 
[ e \ :2 
t=l gt �1 ft
n 
[ :2 
+ log t=l g
t 
n [ :2 
t=l ft
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Then , it can easily be shown that Tfg is equal to [n ( n  - 1 ) )
-l/2 times
the usual t-statistic on the constant term in a linear regres sion of 
mt on only the constant term .  
However, the previous statistic can only be used t o  test 
H - H00• Since H00 is part of the null hypothesis H , it is also0 0 0 0 
necessary to test H� in orde r to determine whether Mf and Mg are
equivalent. In Vuong ( 1985) , we propose the following two-step 
procedure : Test H� against its alternative H� : if H� cannot be 
rejected then the two models are equivalent, otherwise test H
0 - H
� 
using the statistic Tfg as indicated in the previous paragraph, As 
shown there ,  if a1 and a2 are the asymptotic significance level  of
these tests , then the asymptotic significance leve l a of this 
sequential procedure as a test of the null hypothesis of interest H
0
is not larger than max C a1 , a2) . Hence, if a1 = a2 
= lOJi, then a! lOJi. 
The remainder of this section considers various ways for 
testing H00• Let 
0 
002 = Var0 log • • 
[. dr< Y l x,,a; > I dg< Y l :&g; 9g) 
= !Eo r e� 4 • 2
Lat
2 1 2
_:g_ 
•2 (Jg J
• 
( 4 . 8) 
•Recall that Ar = 
. , . , , (a ,p and Ag
. , . , , 
= (y ,I) are the pseudo-true 
parameters for 1r and Ag in the mode ls Mf and Mg respectively. We
shall also consider the comprehensive normal linear regression mode l 
for y given X = ( x
1
, z ' ,w
1
) ' defined in (3.11) .  Let
* ., • • * ' ' 1 = ( Ax ,Az , Aw ) be the pseudo-true parameters corresponding to
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this mode l. ( These can be obtained from Lemma 2 . 1  by se tting xs = x . > 
, . 
Then ,  let efV g • y - X 1 • 
Lemma 4.2 :  Given A2 - A5 , the null hypothesis H� i s  equivalent to
ei ther � of the following statements : 
( i )  002 
( ii )  II 
• 
( iii ) A:
0 ,  
• 
O and 6 
• 
o. 
0 and A = 0 .w 
That H00 is equivalent to 002 = 0 is a gene ral result (see Vuong 
0 
( 1 985 , Lemma 4 .1 ) ) .  It is easy to see that each of the l atter two 
statements implies H00• These implications do not depend on Assumption
0 
A2 . On the other hand , as the example in the Appendix shows , thei r 
converses crucially depend on A2 which states that the true 
conditional distri bution H0 has a strict ly positive density with 
y l ;&
respect to the Lebesgue measure �y• In particular, y cannot be a 
discrete variable or have mass points. 
Lemma 4 . 2 is, however, intuitively desi rabl e .  Indeed , 
rewriting ( 4 . 4) in the linear regression form ,  Part .  (ii )  says that the 
conditional  distri butions for y given x = ( x
1
, z
1 
, w ' > , defined by :
y 
, . 
x a 
• • + z II 
, . ' . 
+ e,, 
y = x y + w & + e g' 
• 2 ef - N (O,af )
• 2 eg - N (O , ag ) 
( 4.9) 
( 4 . 1 0) 
0 • • are H -almost surely identical if and only if P = & = 0, or
• • equivalently if and only if Az = Aw = O in the comprehensive
conditional distribution for y given ex ' , z ' , w1) ' : 
y
I • I • I • *2 x Ax + z Az + w Aw + efVg ' efVg - N(O , afVg).
If either one of this conditional hol ds ,  then 
• • • a = y = A 
x 
• 2 •2 •2 af = ag = arv g
er = eg = erv g
(see the proof of Lemma 4 . 2 ). 1 0  
2 5  
( 4 . 11 )  
( 4 . 1 2 ) 
( 4. 1 3 )  
( 4 . 1 4 )  
Lemma 4 . 2  allows u s  to test Hw i n  various ways . For instance ,
0 
using Part (i), we can test H� by using the estimator � defined in
( 4 . 7 ) . This is the general procedure propose d in Vuong ( 1985 , Theorem 
4 . 4 ) where it is shown that the statistic n� is asymptotically
distributed under Hw as a weighted sum of chi-squares with weights
0 
equal to the squares of the eigenvalues of the matrix 
W = 
-BrAr
-1 [ -1 BgrAr -B A-1 l fg g B -1gAg 
where , as usual , 
0
[a2log dsC y l xs ; e: > ] As = E , 
aesae5
( 4 . 1 5 )  
( 4 . 1 6 ) 
_ 
0
[alog d8C y l xs;e: > . a1og d8C y l xs;e: > l 8s = E ae , s ae8 
' 
Bfg = Bgf
_ 
0
[a1og dr< Y lxr;e; > 
= E ae r 
• a1og dg<� l xg;e: > l 
aeg 
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( 4. 1 7) 
( 4 . 1 8 )  
, 2 ' 1 1  with 9 = <A , a ) and s = f , g .  The next lemma determines these s s s 
matrices under the hypothesis H� . Given Lemma 4 . 2 ,  we can define :
e = er = eg = erv g ( 4. 1 9 )  
• 2 •2 • 2 •2 a = af = (Jg = arv g"
Lemma 4 .3 : Given A2 - AS , under H� 
[
o
; 0 
,l!;S,l!;S 
A = _ _LI s • 2 a 0 ; l / ( 2a.2 l
[ var°C exs >
1 
' 
B = 7 
o 2 )
s 4 
_l ___ Cov Ce , e ,1s 
a 
• 2 2a  
0 ' Cov ( e ,1r , e .1g>
1 0 2 l
�Cov (e , e ,1s )2a 
1 0 2 
�Var (e )4a 
1 0 2 
�Cov ( e ,1r , e  )
2a , 1 Br = B r = *4g g a 1 0 2 , 
�Cov C e  , e ,1g) 2a  
_l_v o 2 
• 4 ar ( e  )4a 
(4 . 20) 
( 4. 2 1 )  
( 4 . 2 2 )  
( 4 . 23 )  
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In the general case where the mode ls Mf and Mg are not
necessarily correctly specified, the matrix W does not simplify since 
the information matr ix equivalence As + Bs = O does not necessarily
hold ( see , e.g. ,  White ( 19 82 ) ) . 1 2  Determination.of the eigenvalues of 
W is , however , important for the subsequent tests . Since W is of 
dimension lr + lg + 2 = 2k + p + q + 2 ,  the matr ix W has 
2 k  + p + q + 2 eigenvalues , which are all real ( see Vuong ( 19 8S) ) ,  
The next lemma is quite useful since it states that at least 2 k  + 2 
eigenvalues are zero , and shows how the remaining eigenvalues can be 
obtained. We need  some additional notation. Define 
. 
R 
c 
Q 
where 
c
ij
Qij 
[ -[ o [ o -1zx xx 
-[ o [ o-1
wx xx 
IP 
0 [ :xx 
zx 
cwx
cxz
czz
c 
wz
cxw l 
:: . [ Qzz 0zw l
Q Q • WZ WW 
Cov°C ie , je ) , 
[ o _ [ o < [ o ) -l[ o ij ix xx xj ' 
0 l Iq ( 4 .24 )  
( 4 . 2 S) 
( 4 . 2 6 )  
( 4 . 27 )  
( 4 .2 8 ) 
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for i, j x , z , w . Def ine also [ Qzz 
Diag( Qzz • -Qww> = O :.J ( 4 . 2 9 )  
It can easily b e  shown that under A2 , Q and hence Diag ( Qzz · -Qww) are
bot h  non-singu lar . 
Lemma 4 . 4 :  G iven Assumptions A2 - AS, under H� . the matr ix W has at
least 2k + 2 zero eigenvalues ,  the other p+q eigenvalues Aw are real 
and are solutions of 
• * 2  13 det [R CR - Awa D iag ( Qzz ·-°ww> J  = O. (4 . 3 0) 
With all the eigenvalues of W being c haracterized , the test of 
H� against H� ( that is , the variance test in ter ms of Vuong (1 98S) )
us ing n:2 as the statistic has t he following property :n 
Proposit ion 4 .S (Variance Test): G iven Assumptions Al - AS, 
( i) 
( ii) 
D 
under Hw, n:2 � M ( • : A 2 )o n p+q w 
""2 a . s .  
under H� , nwn � +"' 
where M + (•;A2l is a weig hted sum of ch i-squares with weights equalp q w 
to A2 • w 
In practice , the ei genvalue s A are unknown and must be' w 
consi stently estimated. This can clearly be done by consi stently 
estimating the unknown matrice s  in ( 4 . 30 ) by their sample analogs: 
r 1 n '
ij = n.t�l i tj t
A 
( 4 . 31 )  
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Qij L ij - L ixL;!L xj ( 4 . 32 )  
A l f "2 1cij = nt�l
etitj t 
A IA •A •A 
( 4 . 3 3) 
where et can be taken to be Yt - xt a' Yt - XtY• Yt - xt Ax ' or more
IA •A '" '" '" ,,.. ,,.. 
directly , Yt - xta - ztp, Yt - xt y - z t6' Yt - XtAx - ZtAz - WtAw 
because of Lemma 4 . 2  and ( 4 .1 9 ) . 
Estimation of the non-zero ei genvalue s Aw can be avoi ded  if
one knows a priori that all the non-zero ei genvalue s are equal to one. 
As seen in the next section, this will not be the case in general . 
Hence the variance stati stic is not necessarily c hi- square di stributed 
under H� . On the other hand the test i s  consi stent against all
al ternati ves. 
As indicated in Lemma 4 . 2 ,  � is al so equivalent to
• • 
p = 6 = O .  Thus, a Wal d test base d  o n  an appropriate quadratic form 
,.., '"' , 
in ( p  , 6  ) may replace the variance test . The next lemma gives t he
asympt otic covariance matrix of n1/2 cp ' ,t'i' under the null hypothesis 
Hw o · Let L = ( L' , L' , L' ) 
' 
where a quantity wit h  a hat denotes
XY 
xy zy wy 
3 0  
the sample analog o f  that quantity. 'f' 1 
n 
For instance l.. xy = nt
�
l
XtYt•
Lemma 4 .6 :  Given A ssumptions Al - AS , 
( i ) 
( ii ) 
Ar A •  r "'-1 "'-1 A• r_( p  , 6 ) = Diag( Q , Q ) R  ZZ WW 
XY 
1 /2 A• A• , D under H� , n ( p  , 6 ) � N ( O , V )  where
V = Diag( Q-l ,o-l ) R 1CR -Diag( Q-l , Q-l ) .  ZZ -WW ZZ WW 
( 4 . 3 4 )  
( 4 . 3 S) 
Since R has full-column rank ( see Equation ( 4 . 2 4 ) ) ,  i t  follows 
t hat if C is nonsingular , then the asymptotic co variance matrix V is 
non-singular . In general , however , V will be singular . T hus , using 
generalized ( g- ) inverse s, we define a Wal d stati stic as: 
1 A A• A A• r Wn = n ( p, 6  ) Gn ( p, 6  )
a . s.
( 4 . 3 6 )  
where G � G and G is  a g-inverse of V ,  i .e., G = v- ( see Moore n 
( 197 7 ) , Vuong ( 1986) ) . 1 4  Let r � rank V � p + q and let 
H� = {( p* ' , 6
.1)
, 
8 M (V) - {0} } (4 . 3 7 )  
where M(V) denotes t he r-dimensional manifol d generated  by the columns 
o f  V . - (I)  w (t) •
• * ' , Note that HA c:: HA since HA is equi valent to ( p  , 6  ) F 0 (see 
Lemma 4.2). We have: 
Proposition 4 .7 :  Given Assumptions Al - AS , 
(i) 
(ii) 
under H�, for any choice of g-inverse G and for any consistent 
1 D 2sequence G , W � X , n n r 
-b> 1 a . s .  under HA ' Wn � +«>, 
Contrary to the variance statist ic, the Wald statistic W� is 
always chi-square distributed under Hw . l S Hence the test based on w1o n
is easier to carry out . On the other hand , if V is singular so that 
r < p + q ,  the Wald te st would not be consistent against all 
3 1  
alternatives in H�. Indeed ,  there would exist a p + q - r dimensional 
manifold of alternatives against which the Wald test wil l  not have any 
asymptotic power (see Vuong (1986) ) .  
The previous Wald test requires two OLS regressions to obtain 
�and�. Using Lemma 4 . 2 - (iii) , we can th ink of test ing H� by 
• * 
test ing instead Az : Aw 0 in the comprehensive normal l inea r  
regression mode l MfV g , and hence to do only one OLS regression. Let 
A A $ • 
Az and Aw be the OLS est imates of Az and Aw for th is comprehensive
mode l. 
Lemma 4 . 8 : Given Assumpt ions Al - AS , 
( i) 
(ii) 
,.,, ,.,, ' ""-l"''t" (Az , Aw) : Q R L 
7.Y 
(I) /2 A• A• , D 
under H , n1 (A ,A ) � N (O, W) where0 z w 
w Q-lR ' CRQ-l .
( 4 .  3 8) 
( 4 . 3 9 ) 
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Note that rank W rank V r .  As before ,  we define a Wald 
statist ic as: 
w2 : n(�' .'t' > H ct' .'t' > 'n z w n z w ( 4 . 40 )  
a . s .  2 
where Hn � H and H is a g-inverse of W .  The next resul t relates Wn 
to W� and gives the asymptotic properties of the Wald test based on 
w2. Letn 
-wHA
*, *, ' {(p ,& ) e M (W) - {0}} 
Propos ition 4 . 9 :  G iven A ssumpt ions Al - AS , 
(4.41 ) 
(i) under Hw, for any choice of G ,  H ,  and consistent se quences G o n
(iii) 
and H , w1 - w2: o (1 ) ,n n n p 
under Hw 
0 
·� � . for any choice of H and cons istent se quence Hn,
w2 
D 
� x2 n r ' 
under H�. w2 � +"'. n 
Thus the second Wald test has the same asymptotic properties 
as the first Wald test . 1 6 It is asymptotically chi-square distributed 
under H�. but it is not consistent against al l alternatives in H� if
r < P + q .  
5 .  THE COMPREHENSIVE MODEL IS CORRECTLY SPECIFIED 
A wel l-known and important method for discr iminating be tween 
two compe ting non-ne sted model s is to construct a so-cal led 
comprehensive model that contains both competing model s. This 
3 3  
approach was initially suggested by  Cox ( 1 96 1 ,  1 96 2) and subsequently 
studied by Atkinson ( 197 0). When the exponential combination of the 
compe ting densities is use d, we obtain for the normal linear 
regres sion mode ls Mf and Mg : 
y 
, 2 
x ((1 - A.)!L...a 2 af 
2 
+ A.�y ]
(Jg 
2 , 
+ ( 1  - A.)�z P + 
af 
2 , 
A.a___w 6 2 
(Jg 
+ u (S . 1 )  
2 -2 -2 -2 where u - N ( O,a ), and a : (1 - A.) af. + A.ag ( se e ,  e . g . ,  Pesaran
( 1 982)). It can readily be shown that the model (S . 1 )  for y given x 
is identical to the mode l  MfVg define d  i n  Equation ( 3. 1 1 ).
When A. = 0 ,  the mode l  ( S . 1 )  reduces to Mf ' and when A. = 1 ,  it 
reduces to Mg . Then ,  assuming that the comprehensive mode l  ( S . 1 )  [or 
MfVg ] is correct ly specifie d, one successively tests the hypothese s  
A. = O and A. = 1 t o  determine which o f  the two models Mf and Mg is 
best . The comprehensive approach suffers . however , from ( i )  the 
arbitrariness in the choice of a comprehensive model, ( ii) the 
necessity of carrying out two successive tests , ( iii) the fact that 
all the parameters a , p, y, 6 ,  a �. a�. and A. are not identified, and 
( iv )  that under A. = O (or A. = 1 )  the parameters 6 ( or P> do not enter 
into the combined density so that the LR test or LM test of A. = O ( or 
A. = 1 )  is not applicable ( se e ,  e . g . , Pesaran ( 1982)). 
In th is sect ion, we shall retain the assumption that the 
comprehensive mode l  MfV g is correctly specified, and w e  shall
simplify the general model selection proce dure of the previous section 
given th is additional assumption. It is clear that we can st ill use 
the simple directional normal statist ic Tfg discusse d  in Proposition
4 . 1  in or der to test part of the null hypothesis H namely H - H 0
0
,
O' 0 0 
against Hf or Hg . To test the remainder of the null hypothesis H0
,
namely H�, we can consider the variance and the Wald test s  discusse d  
earlier in Propositions 4 . S ,  4 . 7 , and 4 . 9 .  The purpose of this 
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section is to simplify these latter tests when the comprehensive model 
MfVg is assumed to be correctly specifie d. 
As a matter of fact , we shall only assume that the true 
conditional mean of y give x is linear in x and that the conditional 
variance is independent of  X• Formally we assume 
Assumpt ion A6 : ( a )  E°C y l x> = x ' 6° 
var°C y l x >  = a� . 
x ' A.0 + z ' A.0 + w ' A.0 (b ) x z w' 
It is clear that A6 is weaker than the assumption that the 
comprehensive model MfVg is correct ly specifie d. Therefore our
results naturally apply to the latter case .  The following lemma 
presents the implications of H� on the true conditional mean and 
variance when A6 is satisfied . 
Lemma S . 1 :  G iven Assumpt ions A2 - A6 ,  under H�. we have 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
A.oz
A.ox 
a� 
A.: 
• 
p = O ; A.o w 
• • A. = ax 
*2 afV g
• 
y 
•2af 
•2 
(Jg 
• 
A.w 11
* o.
3 5  
That is , the impositio n o f  Assumption A6 ensures that the true 
conditional expectation of y only depends on x under H�. consequently 
all the pseudo-true parameters are equivalent to their corresponding 
true parameters. From Lemma 5 .1 ,  it is clear that the addition of A6 
will simpl ify the general expressions.  In particular , under H00 for
0 
any i, j = x ,  z ,  w , 
0 • 2 0 ' 0 2 1 2\ cij = E ( ij e )  = E ( ij E ( e  x , z , w)) = a0L ij ' 
, *where e = y - x a 
c = a�[ • 
, * y - x 'Y ' 0 y - x Ax s o  that
Hence C is non-singular under H�. 
( 5 .2 ) 
( 5 . 3 )  
I n  addition the matr ices Qzz ' Qww , and Qzw have a natural
interpretation. For example , Qww = Var
0 ( e1 ) where e1 = w - a
*x and
* [o [o -1 o 
• * a = ( ) ; Q = Var ( e2) where e2 = z - b x and b wx xx zz 
\O c \0 ) -1• That is , we artificially set up two l inear regression Lzx Lxx 
models with w and z being the two dependent variables , x being the 
common independent variable . Therefore ,  Qww is the variance of the 
residual for the first model while Qzz is the variance of the residual 
for the second model. Moreover , if we artificially set up a l inear 
regression model with e1 being the dependent variable ,  e2 being the 
0 , -1 independent variable ,  then Var ( e3 ) = Qww - QzwQzzQzw where e3 =
• * e1 - c e2 and c 
• -1 
QzwQzz "
Lemma 5 .2 :  G iven A2 - A6 , unde r H00, W has exactly ( 2k + 2 ) zero0 
eigenvalues , p-rank Qzw eigenvalues equal to one , and q-rank Qzw
eigenvalues equal to one , and q-rank Qzw eigenvalues equal to minus 
one . The remaining 2 rank Qzw ei genvalues Aw ' if any , are real with
0 < IA
00 1 
< 1 ,  and solve :
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I -1 2 I 0wz0zz0zw - ( l - Aw) Qww o. ( 5 . 4 )  
Putting µ = ( 1  - A2 ) ,  Equation ( 5 . 4 )  can be solved byw 
-1/2 -1 -1/2 -1 -1 determining the ei genvalues of Qww QwzQzzQzwQww or QwzQzzQzwQww·
This latter matrix has an interesting interpretation in terms of the 
vector s of random variables e1 and e2 defined above . Indeed , we can 
write Q Q
-lQ Q
-l as [ Var0 ( e1 ) - Var°C e2 ) J [ Var°C e1 ) ]
-l , which can beWZ ZZ ZW WW 
treated as a generalized ver sion of R2 for the arti ficial linear 
regression model with e1 being the dependent variable and e2 being the 
independent variable . A particular case i s  when p = q = 1 so that 
Q Q
-lQ Q
-l is the usual R2 for the artificial population regressionWZ ZZ ZW WW 
of e1 on e2 • 
From Proposition 4 . 5  and Lemma 5 . 2 ,  we obtain :  
Proposit ion 5 . 3 :  G iven A ssumptions Al - A6 , 
( i ) 
(ii) 
under H00, 
0 
D 2 
+ n� -} Xp+q-2 rank Qzw 
where 0 < Awi < 1 .
under H�, n� -} +m.
rank Q zw } A2 2 i� wi){ ( 2 ) '
Corollary S.4: G iven Assumptions A l  - A6, under H�. n:::i- iso n 
asymptotically chi-square distributed if and only if Qzw = o. 
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Since Q • \O - \O ( \O ) - l\O , the condition Q = 0 canzw l...zw l...zx L... xx l...zw zw 
be interprete d  as requiring that the variables z and w are 
conditionally orthogonal given x .  This is satisf ied, for instance , if 
z is orthogo nal to ( x,w) so that \O = \O = 0 ,  or if w isl... zx l...zw 
orthogo na l  to ( x , z ) so that [:X = [� = o. If there are no common
explanatory variables x. then Qzw = O is equivalent to z and w being
[ o 1 7orthogonal, i. e . , = O .  zw 
A lthough the variance test generally involves the distribut ion 
of a weighted sum of chi-squares, following Section 4 we may also 
employ Wald statistics to test H� against H� where asymptotic chi­
square distr ibut ions pre vail. As noticed earlier, under H� . the
co variance matr ix C is non-singular so that the use of g-inverses in 
Equations ( 4.3 6 )  and ( 4.40 )  become unnecessary . Hence we can de fine 
"' ,., , ,.., ,,,,, ' 
the Wald statistics base d on <P ,6 ) and ( Az ,Aw) direct ly as :
1 Al Al -1 Al Al I Wn = n ( p  ,6 ) Vn <P ,6 > ,
2 Al Al -1 Al Al I Wn = n ( Az,Aw) Wn ( Az,Aw) ,
( S. S) 
( S . 6 )  
where Vn and Wn are consistent est imators under H� of the non-singular
asympt otic covariance matr ices V and W .  From ( 4,3 S) and ( 4.39) , we 
can clearly choose the consistent estimates obtained by replacing in 
A A 
these formul ae the matr ices Q and R by their sample analogs Q and R ,  
and the matr ix C by 
A "'J. '(" c = a L · 
"" 1 n "'2 tr = -[ e • n
t:=l 
t 
,. '" ,,. '" 
where et can be taken to be Yt - xt a' Yt - XtY• Yt - xt
Ax'
I I '" '" '" '" '" '" 
Yt - xt a - ztp, Yt - xt y - wt 6' or Yt - XtAx - ZtAz - wtAw'
A 
choice of et, we have :  
Proposit ion s.s: G iven Assumptions A l  - A6, 
( i) w� = w� = n�2't_ �11t-1't_
YX Z.Y 
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( s. 7 )  
( S.8 ) 
For any 
( S,9) 
( ii) under H�, any of these statistics converges in distr ibuti on t o
a � p+q 
( iii) under H� . any of  these statistics converges almost surely to
+co, 
Thus, contrary to the variance statistic, the Wal d statistics 
are always asymptotical ly ch i-square distributed . Moreo ver , unl ike 
the general case ( see Section 4 ) , the Wald test are consistent against 
all alternati ves in H� . Thus the Wald tests are preferable t o  the
variance test since they are eas ier to carry out . Finally, let us 
note that Al and A6 are automatically sati s fied i f  the comprehensi ve 
model MfV g is correctly speci fied, i . e . , if we assume :
Assumption A6 ' : Ho 
yl;ii;. 
, 0 2 N(J!: A. , o-0 ) .
;!!;. 
In this case , if :Z is defined by ( 5.8) using the OLS residuals for 
•A IA '" 
the comprehensive model MfV g ' i.e., et = Yt - x A.x - z A.z - w A.w '
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then we can i n  fact obtain ,  under H�, the exact small sample 
distribution of the Wald statistics W� and W� conditional on X ·
Indeed , from the theory o f  linear r.egression models ,  we have under H� 
and given X :
n - Ck + p + a> wl n ( p  + q) n 
n - Ck + p + g) 2 
n ( p  + q) wn - F ( p  + q, n - ( k  + P + q) ) ,
6 , AT LEAST ONE MODEL IS CORRECTLY SPECIFIED 
In this section, we assume that at least one of the two 
compe ting models is correctly specified ,  i . e . , 
Assumption A7 : Ho s Mf U Mg . ylx 
First , it is worthnoting that A7 is stronger than the 
assumption considered in the previous section that the comprehensive 
model MfV g is correctly specified. This follows from the fact that
Mf U Mg is included in MfV g ' Second , assuming that one knows that
one model is correctly specified does not mean that one knows which 
one is the correct model . Indeed , if this was the case , the correct 
model would be at least as good as the other model ( see Section 2 )  and 
the model selection problem would be trivial . Third , though A7
appears to be more rhetorical than justified in practice , such an 
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assumption is often considered in the model selection literature where 
one chooses a model in a l ist of compe ting model s ,  one of which being 
correct . 
As noticed in Vuong ( 1985 , Lemma 6 .3 ) , the major difficulty 
arising from the discrepancy be tween H00 and H disappears since
0 0 
H� = H0 when at least one model is correctly specified . It follows
that the speed at which the LR statistic converges to a limiting 
distribution remains constant under the null hypothesis H
0
,
Specifically , Theorem 6 .4 in Vuong ( 1 985 ) establishes that ( i ) under 
A. A. H
0
, 2LRn C ef , 9g ) converges in distribution to a wei ghted sum of chi-
squares with wei ghts equal to the ei genvalues of W ,  ( ii )  under Hf' 
A. A. A. A. 
2LRn ( ef , 9g) � +<», and ( iii )  under Hg , 2LRn ( ef , 9g) � -m , Hence , in 
this case , we can bypass the sequential procedure of Sections 4 and 5 
which is based on the variance ( or Wal d )  tests followed by the normal 
A. A. 
LR test , and use directly the statistic 2LRn (ef , eg> to choose between
Mf and Mg' When the models are normal l inear regressions , we have 
from ( 3 . 6 ) : 
A. A. A.z M 2LRn (ef , 9g) = - C n/2 ) log ( af/ag ) .  ( 6 . 1 )  
I n  addition, a simplification i n  W arises since under H
0
,
which is equal to H00 , both models must be correctly specified .  Hence
0 
the usual information matrix equivalence As + Bs = O holds so that 
( 4 . 1 5) becomes 
w [ -B:fBf BfgBg l -I ( 6 . 2 )  
Moreover since H = Hw , and since A7 clearly implies A 6 ,  the0 0 
ei genvalues of W under H
0 
can be directly obtaine d  from Lemma 5 . 2 .
Proposition 6 . 1  follows . 
Proposition 6 .1 :  Given Al - AS , and A7 , 
( i ) under H
0
,
A A D 2 -x,2 
+ 2LRn( 9f, 9 g) � 
Xp-rank Qzw 
- q-rank Qzw
rank Q zw 
f A ( 'X.2 2 i'9. wi ( 1 )  
- 'X. ( 1»
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that the propose d  LR-base d test is directional and consistent , and 
hence can be direct ly use to choose between Mf' and Mg when at least 
one model is known to be correct ly specifie d. 
Finally ,  let us also note that , since H
0
= H�. one can think 
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of testing H
0 
by applying the variance and Wald tests studied in the
previous section. These latter tests are , however . not directional so 
that , in case of rejection of H
0
, one cannot infer which of the two
compe ting mode ls is best . 
7 . CONCLUSION 
where 0 < Aw < 1 ,  and Aw solves equation ( 5 . 4 ) . In this paper ,  we propose a classical hypothesis appro ach for i i 
A A 
( ii )  under Hf , 2LRn ( 9f , 9 g) � +=, 
A 
( iii) under Hg, 2LRn (9f , 9g) � 
-=. 
As in Corollary 5 .4 ,  an interesting case is when Qzw = O .
Coro llary 6 . 2 :  Given A l  - AS , and A7 , i f  Qzw = 0 ,  then under H0
:
A A D 2 - 'X.2 , 2LRn ( 9f , 9g) � 'X.p-rank ( Qzw) q-rank ( Qzw) 
A A 
( 6 . 3 )  
That is , 2LRn (9f , 9g) has a n  asymptotic distribution which can 
be decomposed as the difference between two chi-squares with de grees 
of freedo m  being p-rank ( Qzw) and q-rank ( Qzw> •  respectively . But ,
A A 
whether or not Qzw = 0 ,  it is worthnoting that 2LRn(9f , 9 g) c an ne ver
have an asymptotic chi-square distribution. Proposition 6 .1 shows 
choosing between two normal linear regression models which may be both 
incorrectly specifie d. This approach is base d on testing the nul l 
hypothesis H
0 that the models are MSE or KLIC equi valent a
gainst the
hypothesis that one model  is closer to the truth . In general the 
procedure is sequential and consists in testing the stronger 
hypothesis Hw that the closest distributions to the truth in the
0 
compe ting mode ls are identical, and in case of rejection of H� to test 
the hypothesis H - H
w . The asymptotic si gnificance leve l of the
0 0 
proce dure as a test of H
0 
is however not larger th an the maximum of
the chosen asymptoti c si gnificance level of each test . 
To test H
0 - H
�. we propose a very simple directional and
symmetric test base d on the LR-st atistic appropriately nor malized 
which is asy mptotically st andard nor mal distributed under H
0 - H
�. To
test Hw , we propose three tests base d on the so-c alled vari ance
0 
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statistic and two Wald statistics that use either the coefficient 
estimates of both models or the coefficient estimates of a 
comprehensive linear regression model . The relationship and the 
consistency of these tests are studied . When the comprehensive linear 
model is correctly spe cified ,  the Wald based tests are identical and 
consistent against all al ternatives to H� . In addition,0 
implementation of the variance test simplifies . In particular , it 
becomes a chi-square test when the specific variables in the competing 
models are conditionally orthogonal given the common variables . 
An important case where one does not need to use the above 
sequential procedure is when one compe ting model is known to be 
correctly specified . In this case H0 = H� .  and we propose a
directional and symmetric test of H0 based directly on twice the LR­
statistic which is distributed as a weighted sum of chi-squares under 
the null hypotheses H0 that the compe ting models are equivalent.
The previous sections were solely concerned with non-nested 
models . When the compe ting model s are nested , the classical solution 
is to set the model selection problem within the hypothesis testing 
framework . Specifically , for the compe ting nested normal linear 
regression models :  
Mf : 
, 2 y = x a +  z p + er , er - N ( O , ar> ·
Mg : y = x y + eg , eg - N ( O , a! > •
the classical solution consists in testing H
9
: p* = O against0 
9 • 1 8  HA : p I o. As Vuong ( 1 985 , Lemma 7 . 2 )  showed , the classical 
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hypotheses H� and H: are in fact equivalent to the model selection
hypotheses H0 and Hr , respectively . Thus , our model selection
approach has the desirable property that it coincides with the usual 
classical hypothesis approach when the compe ting models are nested . 1 9  
I n  other words , we can view our model selection approach as extending 
the classical nested hypothesis testing to non-nested situations . 
As mentioned in the introduction , another solution which has 
recently attracted a lot of attention derives from Cox ( 196 0 , 1 96 1 ) ' s 
work on testing non-nested hypo�heses . 20 When the compe ting models 
are nested , Cox ' s approach does not however coincide with the 
classical hypothesis approach in the sense that the implicit nul l 
hypothesis of the Cox test is not identical to the usual classical 
parametric null hypothesis . When the compe ting models are non-nested , 
Cox tests have been used to select among models ( see , e . g . , Pesaran 
and Deaton ( 197 8 ) ) .  The procedure is based on two successive tests 
designed to test the validity of each compe ting model . For instance , 
when the compe ting model s are normal linear regression models ,  Pesaran 
( 1 974 ) showed that the numerator of the Cox-statistic for testing the 
validity of Mf is , in our notation, proportional to :
"'2 
a 
log ---�---
� tA • r •A 
r + il"'r1rMgxr"'r
I -1 I where M = I - X ( X  X ) X , and Q I O. It is wel l-known that thereg g g g g zw 
are nine possible outcomes to this procedure . three of which are 
asymptotically impossible ( se e ,  e . g . , Dastoor ( 1981 ) ) . Vuong ( 1 985 )
has , howe ver , s hown that t hree of t he remaining outcomes are 
indecisi ve in t he sense that one cannot infer if one mode l is 
(strictly )  better than t he other . This is expected since Cox tests 
were initi ally proposed as�iagnostic (or model specification) tests 
and not as mode l se lection tests . On t he other hand , our proposed 
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model se lection tests can be also t hought as di agnostic tests . Indeed 
if the equiv alence between Mf and Mg is rejected in favor of Mg being
better , then Mr must be incorrect ly specified (e ven t houg h the better 
mode l Mg may still be incorrectly specified ) .  
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APPENDIX 
* * *2 + + . Proof of Lemma 2 , 1 :  Since (Ac , 1s , as ) and (Ac , 1s ) maximize (2 . 16) and
0 • 2 -E (y - Xs1s - Ac ) respecti vely , the resul ts follow immediately from
the first order conditions . 
Proof of Coro llary 2 . 2 :  See Johnson and Kotz (197 2 ,  p . 7 0 ) . 
Proof of Proposition 2 . 3 :  (i ) + * + * Since Ac = Ac . 1s = 1s • we have
0 • + + 2 0 • * * 2 *2 
E (y - Xs1s - A0 ) = E (y - Xs1s - Ac ) = as • Therefore
*2 *2 * * *2 AMSE(Mf , Mg ) = ag - af • (ii )  Upon substitutin
g A0 . 1s • and as into
(2 . 10 )  we have : 
E° C log d (y l x · a
* > l  = -l1og a* 2  - 1 - 11og 2n .s s • s 2 s 2 2 
1 •2 *2 Consequently AKLIC (Mf , Mg ) = 2log (ag /af ) ,
Proof of Proposition 4 . 1 :  From (3 . 6 )  and ( 3 . 1 4 ) , we have : 
A A 
LRn(9f , 9g )
Moreover , 
n A A 
[: log ldr < Yt l xrt • 9rl /dg < Yt l xgt • 9g l lt=l 
n "2 ,NJ. n n "'2 n "'2 = 21og (a /ar> = 21og ( [: eft/ [: e t l .g t=l t=l g 
A A 2[ log (dr< Yt l xrt ' ar> /dg < Yt l xgt ; ag > > l  
( A . 1 )  
(A . 2 ) 
1 "'2 M 1 "'2 M "'2 M 2 lzlog ( agfar> + 2< egtfag - ertfar> l  
1 "'2 M 2 1 "'2 ,A2 "'2 M "'2 M = 4 l log ( agfar> J + zlog ( agfar) ( egtfag - ertfar> 
1 "'2 M "'2 2 2 + 4< egt fag - ertlar> 
There fore ,  
1 f ... ... 2 n L [ log ( dr< Yt 1Xrt ' 9r) /dg < Yt 1Agt ; 9g ) ) ] t=l 
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1 "'2 M 2 n n "'2 n "'2 "'2 n "'2 2 = 4c1og ( a far> l  + 4 L C e t/ L e t - eft/ L e ft ) g t=l g t=l g t=l 
( A . 3 )  
"'2 n "'2 si nce a = L e t / n .  As a resul t ,  s t=l s 
[ 
... 
12 [ 
... 
2 
Az 1 f dr< Yt 1 Art • 9r> 1 f dr< Yt lxrt ' 9r> Jw n = n L log ,. - n L log ,. t=l dy ( Yt 1 Kgt ; 9g ) t=l dg ( Yt 1Agt ; 9g ) 
n n "'2 n "'2 "'2 n "'2 2 = 4 L ( e  t/ L e t - eft/ L eft) •t=l g t=l g t=l 
( A . 4 )  
-1 /2 ... ... ,... The proof is complete once we notice that Tr = n LR ( 9r, 9 ) fw a nd g n g n 
apply Vuo ng ( 1985 , Theorem 5 . 2 ) . 
Proo f o f  Lemma 4...1_ : ( i ) follows from Vuo ng ( 1 985 , Lemma 4 . 1 )  by 
notici ng that the co nditio ns o f  that lemma are satisfied under A2 -
AS . 
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To prove ( ii ) , note from ( 4 . 5 )  that H� is equivale nt to : 
, • •  ' * ' * , • •  ' * ' * [x ( a  - y )  + z p - w 6 ) [ 2y - x ( a  + y )  - z p - w 6 J = 0 
H0-almost surely . But give n A2 , 
Pr ( ( y , �;) :  
, . . , . , . 
2y = x ( a  + y ) + z P + w 6 } = O .  Thus
' • • , • t • 
Pr { ( y ,A) :  x ( a  - y ) + z p - w 6 = 0} = 1 which implies by A3 that
• 
p 5
* • 
O and a = y
*
. To prove that ( ii )  implies H� . we note that 
• 
whe n p = 0 :  [ L�x 
L �x 
L �z I r :l I �t I ( A . S )  [ �z
( see Lemma 2 . 1 ) . Hence a
*
= ( \ O  ) -l[
o . Simil arly, we can showL xx xy 
• 
L
o -1L o 
• · .. 
that y = ( ) whe n 6 = O .  Therefore er = y - x a xx xy 
• .. 0 y - x y = eg , H -almost surely . 
To prove (iii ) , we show that ( iii) a nd ( ii )  are equivalent . 
• 
I f  p 
• • 
L o -1L o 
* 
L o 
* 
L o 6 = 0 ,  the n a = ( ) = y and a = from xx xy zx zy 
( A . S ) . \ 0 
• \ 0 Similarly , L wxa = L wy
' It can be easily shown that
(A , A , A ) = ( a
*
, o , O )  is the unique solutio n forx z w 
L �x L �z 
[� ! 
[ � l - [ �y L �x [ �z L �w L o I zy L� L �z  [ �y 
He nce ( A
•
, A
•
, A
•
) = < a
*
, o , o )  from Lemma 2 . 1 .  x z w Conversely ,  if 
( A . 6 )  
A
*
= A
*
= O ,  the n we can easily show that ( a , p )  = ( A
*
, o >  and ( y , 6 ) z w x 
• ( Ax , 0) are the unique solution for
and 
[ [� [� ] [ : l - [ [� l   ey 
[ [�x [� l [ Y ] = [ [� l [  &  respectively . Hence p * = &* = o .  
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(A . 7 )  
(A . 8) 
An example where e� = e� 4+ p* = s* = 0 :  Consider the following two
normal linear r egression models for y given x = C z ' , w ' > ' where z and w
are both scalars: 
M f: y = zp + ef ' 
M ·  g · y = w5 + eg '
ef - N ( O , a�) ,
eg - N ( O , a �) .
Assume that the true joint p . d . f. of (y, z, w) is: 
w = -1 
p . d . f  y = -6 y = 0 y = 6 y = -6 
z = -1 2 / 12 0 1 / 12 0 
z = 1 0 1 / 4  0 1 / 12 
w = 1 
y = 0 
1 / 4  
0 
That is, Pr (y = -6, z = -1 , w  = -1) = 2 /1 2  and so forth . Then 
y = 6 
0 
2 / 1 2  
[ 1 8  1 
Var° C y, z, w) = 1 1 
1 0 
•Hence, fro m  Lemma 2 . 1 ,  p 
� l 
,,· 
so  
1 .  But Pr (e� = e�) = 
Pr [ (w - z ) (2y - w - z )  O] = 1 .  In fact , it can eas ily be shown that 
A3-A4 are satisfied ; the only violation is A2 . 
Proo f o f  Le!D!Da 4 . 3 :  G iven (4 . 1 9) and ( 4 . 20) , the first and second 
partial derivatives of log d (y (x ; 9 ) at a = a
• 
under H00 are :s s s s s 0 
• illog ds < Y l xs : as >
il As
• 
xse illog ds C y l xs : as > 2 1 
- - · 
- � - --
· • 2 ' 2 * 4  • 2 ' a ila  2a 2a s 
2 • illog ds C y l xs ; Gs) XsXs 
2 • a log ds C y l xs ; as > 2 1 _-1L- + -- ·
* 6  • 4 'il Asil A�
= -
a*2 
;
2 • a log ds C y l xs : as >
il A  a 2 s as 
xse = 
---.-:t·a 
a ca! > 2 a 2a 
The lemma is then immediate upon replacing the abo ve resul ts into 
0 2 • 2 0 (4 . 16) - (4 . 1 8) and noting that E C e ) = a and E C exs > = o .
Proof o f  Lemma 4 . 4 :  Using the definition o f  W (i . e . ,  equation 
(4 . 1 5 ) ) , 
l w  - n l  
1 *icrvr - n 
a 
1 ' z/
4ufvf
1 ' -$2Cfg Vf
a 
1 *iur 
a 
_m_ 
2a* 4  
- ),, 
_1_u - • 2 ga 
!2cfgvg 
a 
-1-u
'
v * 4 g g2a 
--1-c V - H • 2 g g a 
1 
*iur
a 
_m_ 
• 4 2a 
1 -$2Ug
a 1 • -
2a•l
rvr - _
m_ 
2a * 4 1 
' ---u v 
2a * 4  
g g
__ m_ - A.
* 4 
where [ cxx
er = czx
v = \ 0-1 s - L , U � x x s 
-
-s-s 
cxz
c zz
l [ cxx cxw l 
• cg = cwx cww 
, cfg
Cov0 (,l!;se , e
2 > ,  \Is f , g ; and m
2a 
[ :xx :xw l 
ZX ZW 
Var° C e2 ) .  Now 
applying the following ( block) row and ( block) column operations : 
( i ) subtract column 4 from column 2 ,  
( ii )  add row 4 to row 2 ,
( iii ) factorize A. from row 4 and column 4 respectively ,
then l w  - A.I i = O if and only if 
),,2 
1 *2crv - n 
a 
f 
ll ' -"'icr vr 
a g 
or al ternatively ,  
1 *icrgvg
a 
--1-c V - H *2 g g a 
0 , 
5 1 
( A .  9)
I • 2
[ 0IC - A.a 
I 
r 
KrKr 
;,2 I ' I cfgI 
I 
cfg
* 2
[
oC + A.a g 
.l!:g.l!:g 
! = o .
. 
Upon substituting Kr ( x , ,  z 1 ) , Kg e x
' 
, w 1 )  and applying the
following ( block) row and ( block) column operations to ( A . 1 0 ) : 
( i ) subtract column 1 from column 3 ,
( ii )  interchange column 3 and column 4 ,  row 3 and row 4
respectively ,  
( iii) factorize ( A.a* 2 > k from column 4 .  
( iv )  subtract row 1 from row 4 ,  
( v) factorize ( A.a* 2 > k from row 4 .  
then ( A . 10 )  impliesr 
[ �x L �z 
C - A.a
• 2 I 
L
o 
zx [ �z 
0
0 
0 0 -[
�det A = det l  
L: �x [�z L: �w
Postmultiplying by the non-singular matrix 
[ �x 
L: �x 
[� 
I = o .  
0 
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( A . 1 0 )  
Ik 
0 
B = I 
0 
0 
-[ o-l[ o xx xz 
Ip 
0 
0 
-[ o-l[ o xx xw 
0 
Iq 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Ik 
and premultiplying by a ' , we obtain : 
* 2[ o Cxx - ;>.a xx ; 
, · ,, • I a ' c .
x 
• ••' ' [i:"::.] ; 
L:�x ; 
c R + ;i.a* 2 c o ,  [ 0 l X • XW 
• • 2 R CR - ;>.a Diag ( Qzz · -Qww)
0 
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L: �x
0 
0 
where R is given by ( 4 . 2 4 )  and Cx • = c . x is the first row block of C .
Interchanging the first column block and the third column block ,  the 
I 
matrix B AB becomes block upper-triangular . 
singular , then det B 1 AB = 0 is equivalent to 
I:�x I:�z 0 
Since \ 0 is non­L xx 
det l  R
1 l e  - ;>.a* 2  I [00 L: �z 0 I I R I = o .  zx 
0 0 -[�
Combining the above resul t s ,  and calculating the coefficient matrix 
associated with ;>.a* 2 , IW - Al l = O if and only if
, 2k+2 * 4k ,.. a • 
I • 2 det [R CR - ;>.a Diag ( Qzz ' -Qww) ]
The proof is now complete . 
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o . ( A . 1 1 )  
Proof o f  Proposition 4 . 5 : Immediate from Vuong ( 1985 , Theorem 4 . 3 ) . 
Proof of Lemma 4 . 6 :  Part ( i )  follows from ( 3 . 3 ) , ( 4 . 2 4 ) , ( 4 . 2 8 ) , and 
A ,.. , A l  I 
the parti tioned inverse formula applied successively to 1f = ( a . � ) 
A A, 1 " '  , and 1g = ( y ' & ) 
To prove ( i i ) , we note that under H� :
--1. n D 
v'nt�1xtet � N < o . c > ( A . 1 2 )  
b y  the multivariate central limit theorem , where C i s  given by ( 4 . 2 5 )  
and et
r 
XY
, * , • Yt - xta = Yt - xtr • Moreover , we have :
it' * 1 n 
L a + -r; [ xtet .
xx t=l 
Thus ( 4 . 3 4 )  becomes 
A • Al I 
( � . &  ) "'-1 "'-1 A.
I it' .. 1 f Diag ( Q  , Q ) R  [ L a + n L  xtet lZZ WW 
XX t=l 
"'-1 "'-1 A. • 1 f Diag ( Q , Q  ) R  - L XtetZZ WW nt=l 
( A . 1 3 )  
( A . 1 4 )  
A • it­
Where the second equation follows from R L O .  Part ( ii )  follows
xx 
by applying ( A . 1 2 ) . 
S S  
Proof o f  Proposition 4 . 7 :  Immediate from Vuong ( 1986 , Theorems 1 and 
2 ) '
Proof of Proposition 4 . 8 :  Part ( i )  follows from ( 3 , 3 ) , ( 4 . 2 4 ) , 
( 4 . 2 8 ) , and the partitioned inverse formula appl ied to 
A A •  A • ,,., ,  I 
! = ( kx , kz , kw) '
Since ( A . 1 3 )  holds under H�. then ( 4 . 3 8 ) becomes : 
A •  A • I 
0 .  , k ) z w 
n 
A.... 1"' ' 1 \ = Q R 
- L xtetnt:=l 
( A . l S )  
where we have used it' f_ = O.  Part ( i i )  follows by applying ( A , 1 2 ) , 
xx 
Proof of Proposition 4 . 9 :  Because Diag ( Qzz ' Qww) is non-singular , it
can easily be shown that a matrix G is a g-inverse of V if and only if 
it is of the form 
G = Diag ( Qzz ' Qww) [R
1
CR ] -Diag ( Qzz ' Qww) , ( A . 1 6 )  
where [R
1
CR J - i s  a g-inverse of R
1
CR . Similarly , since Q is non-
singular , a matrix H is a g-inverse of W if and only if it is of the 
form 
H = Q [R
1
CR ] -Q ,  ( A . 1 7 )
Choose now the same g-inverse [R
1
CR ] - i n  ( A . 1 6 )  an4 ( A . 1 7 ) . Then, let
.... .... .... .... .... 
Gn • Diag ( Qzz ' �) KnDiag ( Qzz · �) and Hn = QKnQ where Kn
a . s .  
� ( R
1
CR ) - .
For this choice of g-inverses ,  we have , using ( 4 . 3 4 ) , ( 4 , 3 6 ) , ( 4 . 3 8 ) , 
and ( 4 . 40 ) : 
S6 
w1 = w2 = n'f' �K �
· '(" 
n n L n L ( A . 1 8 ) 
YX XY 
Part ( i )  follows from Vuong ( 1 9 86 , Theorem 1 ) , since under H� . the
W� ' s  are equivalent for any choice of G ,  while the W� ' s  are equivalent
for any choice of H .  
Part ( ii )  i s  immediate from ( i )  and Proposition 4 . 8  - ( i ) . 
Part ( iii ) is immediate from Vuong ( 1 986 , Theorem 2 ) . 
Proof of Lemma S , 1 :  Given A 6  and Corollary 2 . 2 ,  we have !0 = 1* and 
2 * 2  ao = afV g ' The result follows from Lemma 4 . 2 ,  ( 4 . 1 2 )  and ( 4 . 1 3 ) . 
Proof of Lemma S . 2 :  Upon substituting ( S . 3 )  into ( 4 . 3 0) , we have [ ( 1  - kw) �z 
det 
Q wz 
Qzw l
( 1  + kw) Qww 
0
For any kw � 1 ,  the above equation reduces to 
1 < 1 - k )Q I l a  ( 1 - k > -lQ-lQ - ( 1  + k ) Q  IIll ZZ VIZ Ill ZZ ZW Ill WW 
( A . 1 9 ) 
o .
i . e . , I Q Q-lQ - ( 1  - k2 ) Q  IWZ ZZ ZW Ill WW 0 ,  which is ( S . 4 ) . But ( A . 1 9 ) has 
p + q solutions , while ( 5 . 4 )  only has 2q solutions , hence the other 
p - q eigenvalues must be one . Moreover , from ( S . 4 ) , the number of 
solutions k2 = 1 which satisfy it is Ill 
-1 /2 -1 -1 /2 eigenvalues for Qww QwzQzzQzwQww •
the same as the number of zero 
which is in turn eq ual to rank 
Qwz , Hence totally we have p - q + ( q  - rank Qwz ) = p - rank Qwz one
eigenvalues and q - rank Qwz minus one eigenvalues . We now only have
57 
to show that 0 < A2 ! 1 .  First , since (1 - A2 ) is the eigenvalue of aw w 
-1 /2 -1 -1 /2 2 p . s . d .  matrix Qww QwzQzzQzwQww , hence 
Aw ! 1 .  Furthermore ,
[ �x [ �z 
0 F det l  [
0 
ZX [ �z
[� [�
[� 
[ �w 
[ �
[ Qzz 
= 1 [
0 l det 
Q xx wz 
l [ xx l I Qzz l I � - QwzQ;!Qzw l
Qzw l 
Qww 
Therefore Aw= o is not a solution for ( S . 4 ) . The proof is now
complete by using Lemma 4 . 4 .  
Proof o f  Proposition 5 . 3 :  Immediate from Proposition 4 . 5 ,  Lemma S . 2 ,  
and the definition of a weighted sum of chi-squares . 
Proof of Corollary 5 . 4 :  Obvious . 
Proof of Proposition 5 . 5 :  The numerical equivalences between W� and 
W� follows from ( A . 1 8 ) since g-inverses need not be use d .  Moreover ,  
,.. ,,.,. -1 A-2 /!!. ' '("-" -1 Kn = C R CR) = a ( R  L R ) • 
" ' '("-" ,.. But R L R = Q , This establishes ( i ) .
Parts ( ii )  and ( iii) follow from Propositions 4 . 7 and 4 . 9 .  
Proof o f  Proposition 6 . 1 :  Immediate from Lemma 5 . 2 and Vuong ( 19 85 , 
Theorem 6 . 4 ) . 
Proof of Corollary 6 . 2 :  Obvious . 
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1 .  The observations ( yt ,x� >
' can be obtained ,  for instance , by
random sampling from a population with joint distribution H0 • 
Alternatively , they can be obtained by stratified exogenous 
sampling ,  in which case H0 is the product of the conditional 
distribution of y given x times .the marginal distribution of X · 
2 .  In general , 9+ is not unique . See below and footnote 5 .  
3 .  Given our subsequent use of the KLIC , we can assume without loss 
of generality that E0 [log h° C y l x> J is finite . 
4 .  For instance , unlike the KLIC , the MSE criterion does not 
distinguish between two compe ting models having identical 
parametric spe cification for the conditional mean of y given X • 
5 .  The value a+2 is not unique since the MSE-distance ( 2 . 3 )  does nots 
depend on a! when the model is a normal linear regression .
6 .  These authors have derived the asymptotic distribution of the 
statistic Aa2 under the additional assumption that dfC · l · : e;) F 
d < · 1 · ; 9• ) H0-almost surely , where d C · l • ; 9 ) denotes the g g s s 
univariate normal density for y given Xs with parameters es . As 
emphasized in the next sections , the fact that this assumption 
7 . 
may be viol ated much compl icates the analysi s .  
The idea o f  di scrimina t i ng be tween Mf and Mg b y  testing cr;2 
dates back to Hotel ling ( 1 940 } who propose d ,  for the single 
expl ana tory variable case , a test of the more restrictive 
hypo thesis that the correl ation coefficients p 
Y.l!'.f 
p under 
Yl!:g 
5 9  
• 2
crf 
the additional as sumption that the true condi tional distri bution 
of Y given (11:f . 11:g > is normal with line ar co nditional mean and
co nstant co nditional variance . For a gene ral ization to more than 
one expl ana tory variabl es , se e Chow ( 1 9 80 ) . 
8 .  I t  can be shown that Acr2 , AC , and APC are biase d es timators ofp 
* 2  * 2  AMSE ( Mf , Mg } = crg - af even when Mf and Mg are bo th correctly
specified . On the other hand , it can be shown that the stati stic 
� � � � . [ crg + cr l g / ( n  - l ) l  - [ crf + cr l f/ ( n - i ) ]  and the stati s t i c  
[ n�/ ( n  - l g ) ]  - [ n�/ ( n  - J f) ]  a r e  bo th unbiase d estimator o f
cr;2 - cr;2 for fixed explanatory variabl es , t h e  former under the
assumpti o n  that Mf V g is correctly spe cified , and the l a t ter
under the assumption that Mf and Mg are correctly specifie d .
9 .  For a general ization of Sawa criterion to non-line ar mode l s , see 
Chow ( 1 9 81 ) . 
1 0 .  As the proof shows , the impor tance of Assumption A2 is to ensure 
that e� 
surely . 
e� H0-almost surely is equival ent to ef eg H0-almost
1 1 . To ensure that these matr i ces exist , we assume , in addi tion to 
A3 , that al l fourth moments of the vector ( y , x
'
>
' 
exist . 
1 2 . The matrix W simpl i fies if the compe ting mode l s  are 
asympt otical l y  or thogo nal , i . e . , if Bfg = O .  Unfor tuna tel y ,  it
can be shown that normal line ar regression models can never be 
asymptoti cal ly orthogonal . 
1 3 , The exact number of zero eigenval ues of W is 
2k + 2 + [ p  + q-rank R
1
C R ] . The non-zero eigenvalues of W are 
• -2 I -1 -1 the non-zero eigenvalues of ( cr ) R CR Diag ( Qzz ' - Qww} .
6 0  
1 4 .  This ensures that , for any choice of g-inverse G and any 
consistent sequence [ Gn} , the stati s t i c  W� is asympt otically
chi-square distr i buted under the nul l  hypothesis �· = &*  = 0 ( see 
Vuo ng ( 1 9 8 6 ) ) .  An al ternative and more freque nt me thod is to use 
( Vn }
- in place of G n where Vn is a co nsistent estimator of V .
Addi tional condi tions o n Vn must , however , be impo sed t o  insure 
the l imi ting chi-square di stribut ion ( see Andrews ( 1 986 ) for the 
di fficul ties associated with this la tter me thod . )  
1 5 .  From Vuo ng ( 1 9 8 6 ) , the Wal d  statistics ( 4 . 3 6 )  based on di fferent 
choice of g-inverse s G are asympt otically equival ent under Hw . 0 
1 6 .  As the proof of Proposition 4 . 9  shows , for some parti cul ar 
choices of G ,  H, G , and H , the Wal d statistics w1 and w2 aren n n n 
numerically equal . 
17 . Whil e Qzw = 0 greatly simpl ifies the variance test and the LR 
test for model sel ection discusse d in this and the next se ctions , 
this condi tion is precisely the one under which the Cox type 
tests cannot be appl ied ( see , e . g . , Pesaran ( 1 97 4 ,  p . 1 5 8 ) , 
Pesaran and Deaton ( 1 97 8 ,  p .  6 81 ) , Davidson and MacKinnon ( 1 981 , 
p . 7 85 ) , and Whi te ( 1 9 82 ,  p . 3 1 8 ) ) .  
1 8 .  I f  the l arger model i s  correctly s pe cified , p * = p0 and we have
the classical hypo thesi s  tes t i ng under correct spe cifica tion.  
6 1  
1 9 .  T o  t e s t  H� against H: . Vuong ( 1 9 8 5 , Theorem 7 . 4 )  considers twice
the LR statistic which is i n  general asymptotically distributed 
as a weighted sum of chi-squares . One can al so co nsider White 
( 1 982 a ) ' s  robust Wal d and LM statistics . Asymptotic comparison of 
the tests based on these statistics is left for futur e research . 
2 0 . For a survey see Mackinnon ( 1 9 83 ) . Other non- nested hypothesis 
tests are the J and P tests propose d by Davidson and MacKinnon 
( 1 9 81 ) which are in fact Cox- type test s  usi ng a simpl er estimator 
of AKLIC ( F9 , G1
) than the one initially propose d by Cox ( see White
( 1 9 82 b ) ) .  
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